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The C++ Developer Notebook is a specialist workbook to record Class and Function information for your projects. No more random scraps of paper, no more lost notes - write everything down in one notepad. Perfect for planning project work and using as a single place of
reference for your notes. For each Class - record 2 pages of information: Project Name, Date & File Location 8 member functions/constructors (+ more if needed) Inputs, Access, Purpose & Return Type Up to 15 Data Members Space for written notes - issues and solutions Easily
build a library of your work, calculations & analysis in one indexed notebook. Large size 8.5" x 11" pages - plenty of space to make notes 40 Classes - each class recorded across 2 pages 80 additional Functions, Member Functions & Constructors 6 index pages to help you
track your work The notebook every C++ developer needs.
Summary A Web API is a platform with a web-style interface developers can use to implement functionality. Well-designed APIs feel like a natural extension of the application, rather than just a new interface into the backend database. Designing Web APIs based on use cases
allows an organization to develop irresistible APIs, which developers can consume easily and which support the business values of that organization. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
Technology It takes a village to deliver an irresistible web API. Business stakeholders look for an API that works side-by-side with the main product to enhance the experience for customers. Project managers require easy integration with other products or ways for
customers to interact with your system. And, developers need APIs to consistently interoperate with external systems. The trick is getting the whole village together. This book shows you how. About the Book Irresistible APIspresents a process to create APIs that succeed
for all members of the team. In it, you'll learn how to capture an application's core business value and extend it with an API that will delight the developers who use it. Thinking about APIs from the business point of view, while also considering the end-user experience,
encourages you to explore both sides of the design process and learn some successful biz-to-dev communication patterns. Along the way, you'll start to view your APIs as part of your product's core value instead of just an add-on. What's Inside Design-driven development
Developing meaningful use cases API guiding principles How to recognize successful APIs About the Reader Written for all members of an API design team, regardless of technical level. About the Author Kirsten Hunter is an API evangelist who helps developers and business
stakeholders understand, design, and deliver amazing APIs. Table of Contents UNDERSTANDING WEB APIs What makes an API irresistible? Working with web APIs API First Web services explained DESIGNING WEB APIs Guiding principles for API design Defining the value for your API
Creating your schema model Design-driven development Empowering your developers
Harness the power of Apple Pay in your iOS apps and integrate it with global payment gateways About This Book Be it adding an Apple Pay button to your app or calculating sales tax with Apple Pay- this book gives you all the information you need to build a fully-functional
Apply Pay application Paying within iOS Apps made easier and secure with this no nonsense and powerful guide Escape tedious payment options by creating compelling product card screens that present the Pay button, which your customers can tap to quickly order your products
Who This Book Is For This book is for anyone who wants to integrate Apple Pay in their applications. Basic familiarity with programming and the Xcode developer tools is expected. What You Will Learn Design a product card that includes the Apple Pay button Implement the
Apple Pay workflow in an efficient way Use NSDecimalNumber objects to perform financial calculations accurately Manage custom order information in the Apple Pay workflow and your custom order management system Extract payment information from a payment token Implement a
secure, server-side payment-processor program Find out everything you wanted to know about Apple Pay in iOS 9 In Detail Apple Pay, one of the most talked about offerings of the latest iOS 9 release, is a digital wallet and electronic payment system developed by Apple Inc.
Paying in stores or within apps has never been easier or safer. Gone are the days of searching for your wallet, and the wasted moments finding the right card! Now you can use your credit cards and rewards cards with just a touch. It allows payment to merchants, using Near
field Communication (NFC), and within iOS apps. Implementing Apple Pay within apps for payment is a bit tricky, but our book solves this problem for you. Whether you are a brand new iOS app developer or a seasoned expert, this book arms you with necessary skills to
successfully implement Apple Pay in your online-payment workflow. Whether you are a brand new iOS app developer or a seasoned expert, this book arms you with the necessary skills to successfully implement Apple Pay. We start off by teaching you how to obtain the
certificates necessary to encrypt customers' payment information. We will use Xcode and Objective C for the interface and Node.js for server side code. You will then learn how to determine whether the customer can use Apple Pay, and how to create payment requests. You will
come to grips with designing a payment-processor program to interact with the payment gateway. Finally, we take a look at a business-focused view of Apple Pay protocols and classes. By the end of this book, you will be able to build a fully functional Apple Pay-integrated
iOS app Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow guide on integrating Apple Pay in your iOS Application. With step by step instructions along with excellent screen shots you will be able to learn everything that you wanted to know about Passbook and Apple Pay in iOS 8.
Aufgabe dieser Dokumentation ist es, das Content Management System eZ Publish sowohl aus theoretischer als auch aus praktischer Sichtweise vorzustellen. Zu Beginn werden ein kurzer Systemüberblick und Angaben zum internen Aufbau und der Verzeichnisstruktur von eZ Publish
gegeben. Danach folgt eine Beschreibung der Installation von eZ Publish auf einem Apache-Server mit einer MySQL-Datenbank. Ein weiterer Abschnitt der Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit dem Content Management und dem Thema Templates in eZ Publish. Ebenso werden Themen wie
Administrations-Interface und Benutzerverwaltung behandelt. Nach diesen eher theoretischen Erklärungen wird auf das praktische Arbeiten mit ez Publish eingegangen. Der vorletzte Abschnitt beschäftigt sich mit den erwähnenswerten Besonderheiten des Systems, wie z. B. den
verschiedenen Content- und Media-Arten und Sonderfeatures. Am Ende erfolgt eine zusammenfassende Wertung.
Evaluierung des Content Management Systems eZ Publish
Web Publishing with XML and Java
R Quick Syntax Reference
React Native in Action
Messaging for the J2EE Platform
GraphQL API Design
Want to build APIs like Facebook? Since Facebook's framework for building APIs, GraphQL, has become publicly available, this ambition seems to be within reach for many companies. And that is great. But first, let's learn what GraphQL really is and - maybe even more importantly - let's figure
out how to apply GraphQL to build APIs that consumers love. Do you like to learn hands-on? In this book, we take a hands-on approach to learning GraphQL. We first explore the concepts of the two GraphQL languages using examples. Then we start writing some code for our first GraphQL API. We
develop this API step by step, from creating a schema and resolving queries, over mocking data and connecting data sources all the way to developing mutations and setting up event subscriptions. Are your API consumers important to you? This book shows you how to apply a consumer-oriented
design process for GraphQL APIs, so you can deliver what your consumers really want: an API that solves their problems and offers a great developer experience. Do you want to enable the API consumers so they can build great apps? This book explains the GraphQL query language, which allows the
API consumers to retrieve data, write data and get notified when data changes. More importantly, you let them decide, which data they really need from the API. Do you want to make your API easy and intuitive to use? This book shows you how to use the GraphQL schema language to define a type
system for your API, which serves as a reference documentation and helps your API consumers write queries that are syntactically correct. Do you want to profit from what has worked for others? This book provides a collection of best practices for GraphQL that have worked for other companies,
e.g. regarding pagination, authentication and caching. REST vs. GraphQL: Which one is better? GraphQL and REST are competing philosophies for building APIs. It is not in the scope of this book to compare or discuss the two approaches. The focus of this book is on a hands-on approach for
learning GraphQL.
The Java(TM) Developer Notebook is a specialist workbook to record Class and Function information for your projects. No more random scraps of paper, no more lost notes - write everything down in one notepad. Perfect for planning project work and using as a single place of reference for your
notes. For each Class - record 2 pages of information: Project Name, Date & File Location 8 methods/constructors (+ more if needed) Inputs, Access, Purpose & Return Type Up to 15 Variables Space for written notes - issues and solutions Easily build a library of your work, calculations &
analysis in one indexed notebook. Large size 8.5" x 11" pages - plenty of space to make notes 40 Classes - each class recorded across 2 pages 80 additional Methods, Constructors & Functions 6 index pages to help you track your work The notebook every Java developer needs.
This brief comparatively reviews the security and safety features of hotels and home sharing services. It reviews crime data, laws, and applicable theories – such as defensible space, rational choice, and routine activity theories - to determine how responsibility for crime control and
accident prevention in these industries is allotted.This analysis identifies key policy questions about the role of the home sharing hosts and guests in ensuring their own safety and security, which will be of interest to policy makers, researchers and practitioners in criminal justice and law
enforcement, as well as those involved in the home sharing and hotel industries.
PYTHON/C API Manual - Python 3 (Python documentation MANUAL Part 4). Python is an easy to learn object-oriented programming language, which combines power with clear syntax. It has modules, classes, exceptions, very high level data types, and dynamic typing. Python is free software. It can be
used with GNU (GNU/Linux), Unix, Microsoft Windows and many other systems. This is a printed softcover copy of the official Python documentation from the latest Python 3.0 distribution. For each copy sold $1 will be donated to the Python Software Foundation by the publisher. This book is part
of a brand new six-part series of Python documentation books. Searching for "Python Documentation Manual" will show all six available books. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Guido van Rossum, is the inventor of Python. Fred L. Drake, Jr. is the official editor of the Python documentation.
Web Developer's Reference Guide
Java Developer Notebook
Web Content Management
Getting Started with Google Wave
AutoCAD Platform Customization
Python/C Api Manual - Python 3
A Pocket Guide to the Language, APIs and Library
Inhaltsangabe:Einleitung: Aufgabe dieser Dokumentation ist es, das Content Management System eZ Publish, sowohl aus theoretischer als auch aus praktischer Sichtweise, vorzustellen. Aus diesem Grund ist ein komplettes Kapitel dem praktischen Arbeiten mit eZ Publish gewidmet. Der Abschnitt 2 gibt einen kurzen Systemüberblick mit einigen allgemeinen Informationen wie z.B. den zum Tragen
kommenden Lizenzmodellen oder den Voraussetzungen zum technischen Betrieb. Weiters werden auch einige Angaben zum internen Aufbau und der Verzeichnisstruktur von eZ Publish gemacht. Danach folgt im Abschnitt 3 eine genaue Beschreibung zur Vorgehensweise der Installation von eZ Publish auf einem Apache-Server mit einer MySQL-Datenbank. Dabei werden sowohl die
Installationsvoraussetzungen wie auch der Installationsablauf beschrieben. Zusätzlich wird noch auf die lokale Testinstallation mittels eZ Publish 3.10 Installer für Windows eingegangen. Ein weiterer Abschnitt 4 beschäftigt sich mit dem Content Management in eZ Publish, das heißt wie Content strukturiert wird, was es mit der Content-Versionierung auf sich hat, wie es mit der Sprachunterstützung aussieht,
was ein Content-Knotenbaum, Sektionen, Module und Views sind, wie eZ Publish URLs behandelt und wie das CMS mit Zugriffskontrollen und Workflows umgeht. Der 5. Abschnitt beschäftigt sich mit dem Thema Templates in eZ Publish. Dabei werden die Grundlagen beschrieben, ein kurze Einführung in die Template-Sprache gegeben und das Template-Override-System beschrieben In einem weiteren
Abschnitt 6 wird auf das Arbeiten mit ez Publish eingegangen. Dabei wird zuerst ein kurzer Überblick über das Administrations-Interface gegeben, dann wird die Vorgehensweise zum Erstellen und Einbinden von benutzerdefinierten Templates und Stylesheets gezeigt, um ein eigens Seitenlayout erzeugen zu können. Weiters wird auf das Anlegen von Benutzergruppen und Zuweisen von Rollen und Verteilen
von Rechten eingegangen. Der vorletzte Abschnitt 7 beschäftigt sich mit den erwähnenswerten Besonderheiten des Systems, wie z. B. den verschiedenen Content- und Media-Arten, die es in eZ Publish gibt, und einigen interessanten Features. Der letzte Abschnitt 8 schließt die Dokumentation mit einer zusammenfassenden Wertung ab. Inhaltsverzeichnis:Inhaltsverzeichnis: 1.ZUSAMMENFASSUNG5
2.SYSTEMÜBERBLICK5 3.INSTALLATION VON EZ PUBLISH7 3.1INSTALLATIONSVORAUSSETZUNGEN7 3.1.1HARDWARE7 3.1.2SOFTWARE8 3.2INSTALLATIONSABLAUF8 3.3LOKALE [...]
Summary React Native in Action gives iOS, Android, and web developers the knowledge and confidence they need to begin building high-quality iOS and Android apps using the React Native framework. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology React Native gives mobile and web developers the power of "and." Write
your app once and easily deploy it to iOS and Android and the web. React Native apps compile into platform-specific code, reducing development time, effort, and cost! And because you're using JavaScript and the React framework, you benefit from a huge ecosystem of tools, expertise, and support. About the Book React Native in Action teaches you to build high-quality cross-platform mobile and web apps. In
this hands-on guide, you'll jump right into building a complete app with the help ofclear, easy-to-follow instructions. As you build your skills, you'll drill down to more-advanced topics like styling, APIs, animations, data architecture, and more! You'll also learn how to maximize code reuse without sacrificing native platform look-and-feel. What's Inside Building cross-platform mobile and web apps Routing,
Redux, and animations Cross-network data requests Storing and retrieving data locally Managing data and state About the Reader Written for beginner-to-intermediate web, Android, and iOS developers. About the Authors Nader Dabit is a developer advocate at AWS Mobile, where he works on tools and services to allow developers to build full-stack web and mobile applications using their existing skillset. He
is also the founder of React Native Training and the host of the "React Native Radio" podcast. Table of Contents PART 1 Getting started with React Native Getting started with React Native Understanding React Building your first React Native app PART 2 Developing applications in React Native Introduction to styling Styling in depth Navigation Animations Using the Redux data architecture library PART
3 API reference Implementing cross-platform APIs Implementing iOS-specific components and APIs Implementing Android-specific components and APIs PART 4 Bringing it all together Building a Star Wars app using cross-platform components
A completely revised edition, offering new design recipes for interactive programs and support for images as plain values, testing, event-driven programming, and even distributed programming. This introduction to programming places computer science at the core of a liberal arts education. Unlike other introductory books, it focuses on the program design process, presenting program design guidelines that
show the reader how to analyze a problem statement, how to formulate concise goals, how to make up examples, how to develop an outline of the solution, how to finish the program, and how to test it. Because learning to design programs is about the study of principles and the acquisition of transferable skills, the text does not use an off-the-shelf industrial language but presents a tailor-made teaching language.
For the same reason, it offers DrRacket, a programming environment for novices that supports playful, feedback-oriented learning. The environment grows with readers as they master the material in the book until it supports a full-fledged language for the whole spectrum of programming tasks. This second edition has been completely revised. While the book continues to teach a systematic approach to
program design, the second edition introduces different design recipes for interactive programs with graphical interfaces and batch programs. It also enriches its design recipes for functions with numerous new hints. Finally, the teaching languages and their IDE now come with support for images as plain values, testing, event-driven programming, and even distributed programming.
Design, build and deploy robust web applications using ASP.NET 6, Angular 13, and Entity Framework Core Key FeaturesThe most up-to-date book that covers cutting-edge features released in ASP.NET Core 6 and Angular 13Create a production-ready Single-Page Application (SPA) or Progressive Web Application (PWA)Adopt a full-stack approach to handle data management, API documentation, Web
APIs, end-to-end testing, security, and deploymentBook Description Every full-stack ninja needs the tools to operate on front-end and back-end application development. This web app development book takes a hands-on, project-based approach to provide you with all the tools and techniques that web developers need to create, debug, and deploy efficient web applications using ASP.NET Core and Angular. The
fifth edition has been updated to cover advanced topics such as Minimal APIs, Web APIs with GraphQL, real-time updates with SignalR, and new features in .NET 6 and Angular 13. You begin by building a data model with Entity Framework Core, alongside utilizing the Entity Core Fluent API and EntityTypeConfiguration class. You'll learn how to fetch and display data and handle user input with Angular
reactive forms and front-end and back-end validators for maximum effect. Later, you will perform advanced debugging and explore the unit testing features provided by xUnit.net (.NET 6) and Jasmine, as well as Karma for Angular. After adding authentication and authorization to your apps, you will explore progressive web applications, learning about their technical requirements, testing processes, and how
to convert a standard web application to a PWA. By the end of this web development book, you will understand how to tie together the front-end and back-end to build and deploy secure and robust web applications. What you will learnUse the new Visual Studio Standalone TypeScript Angular templateImplement and consume a Web API interface with ASP.NET CoreSet up an SQL database server using a
local instance or a cloud datastorePerform C# and TypeScript debugging using Visual Studio 2022Create TDD and BDD unit tests using xUnit, Jasmine, and KarmaPerform DBMS structured logging using providers such as SeriLogDeploy web apps to Azure App Service using IIS, Kestrel, and NGINXLearn to develop fast and flexible Web APIs using GraphQLAdd real-time capabilities to Angular apps with
ASP.NET Core SignalRWho this book is for This book is for experienced ASP.NET developers who already possess some familiarity with ASP.NET Core and Angular and are looking to learn how to use them effectively together. The fully documented code samples (also available on GitHub) and the step-by-step implementation tutorials make this book easy to follow.
ASP.NET Core 6 and Angular
MeDICi
Apple Pay Essentials
The Essential Guide for Writers, Editors, and Publishers
Microsoft Azure Essentials - Fundamentals of Azure
The Chicago Manual of Style
Structured Writing

EZ Publish 4Enterprise Web Sites Step-By-StepPackt Publishing Ltd
Structured writing has never been more important or more confusing. We keep trying to do more and more with content, but we give ourselves less and less time to do it. Structured content can help keep your rhetoric on track and your processes efficient. But how does it do that and what is the relationship between rhetoric and process? It is easy to get lost in sea of acronyms and
buzz words: semantics, XML, metadata, DITA, structure, DocBook, hypertext, Markdown, topics, XSLT, reuse, LaTeX, silos, HTML. Structured Writing cuts through the noise, explaining what structured writing is (you have been doing it all along) and how you can use different structures to achieve different purposes. It focuses on how you can partition and manage the complexity
of the content creation process using structured writing techniques to ensure that everything is handled by the person or process with the skills, time, and resources to handle it effectively. Most importantly, this book shows you how the right structured writing techniques can improve the quality of your content and, at the same time, make your content processes more efficient
without sacrificing quality for efficiency or vice versa. There are so many options available in the structured writing space today. This book will show you where each of them fits and help you choose the approach that is optimal for your content.
Java Message Service (JMS) represents a powerful solution for communicating between Java enterprise applications, software components, and legacy systems. In this authoritative tutorial and comprehensive reference, Sun's Java Message Service architects offer start-to-finish coverage of peer-to-peer JMS development with Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition, Release 1.3. JMS is
now fully integrated into the J2EE platform -- and this is the first book to show how to make the most of JMS in the context of sophisticated J2EE application development. The authors begin by introducing the JMS API to developers who are new to it. Then, with the help of extensive programming examples, they demonstrate key JMS techniques for enabling applications to create,
send, receive, and read messages, and for integrating with existing back office and enterprise systems. Coverage includes: consuming messages asynchronously with message-driven beans; producing messages from application clients; accessing entity beans from message-driven bean; producing messages from session beans; and much more. For all Java developers building
applications that must communicate and share information.
MeDICi (Middleware for Data Intensive Computing) is a platform for developing high performance, distributed streaming analytic and scientific applications. Developed at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), MeDICi has been released under an open source license and is based on enterprise-proven middleware technologies including a widely used Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB), the standard Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), and open source message brokers. Wherever possible, we have built on existing open source, standards-based systems and integrated them into a coherent whole by creating simplified graphical programming tools such as a Workflow Designer and an easy to use and well-documented integration API. This software
development approach allows us to: avoid re-creating complex service integration and orchestration systems, reap the benefits of continual improvements to the technology base, and focus on creating tools and APIs which allow for the creation of re-usable component-based software components applications and workflows. These aspects have facilitated rapid adoption of the
platform within PNNL for demonstration and operational applications. In fact, MeDICi has been used for a wide range of integration projects including two sensor integration applications described later on in this paper. The remainder of this article white paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a high-level description of the MeDICi architecture. In Section 3, the open
aspects of the API and tool development are highlighted. Section 4 explains system readiness by presenting relevant demonstrations and deployments. Finally documentation and licensing details are provided in Section 5.
An Open Platform for Sensor Integration
New Features and Good Practices
(Python Documentation Manual Part 4)
Google Visualization API Essentials
Getting Started with CouchDB
Cloud Computing Bible
EZ Publish 4
The complete reference guide to the hot technology of cloud computing Its potential for lowering IT costs makes cloud computing a major force for both IT vendors and users; it is expected to gain momentum rapidly with the launch of Office Web Apps later this year. Because cloud computing involves various technologies, protocols, platforms, and infrastructure elements, this comprehensive reference is
just what you need if you?ll be using or implementing cloud computing. Cloud computing offers significant cost savings by eliminating upfront expenses for hardware and software; its growing popularity is expected to skyrocket when Microsoft introduces Office Web Apps This comprehensive guide helps define what cloud computing is and thoroughly explores the technologies, protocols, platforms and
infrastructure that make it so desirable Covers mobile cloud computing, a significant area due to ever-increasing cell phone and smartphone use Focuses on the platforms and technologies essential to cloud computing Anyone involved with planning, implementing, using, or maintaining a cloud computing project will rely on the information in Cloud Computing Bible.
This handy reference book detailing the intricacies of R updates the popular first edition by adding R version 3.4 and 3.5 features. Starting with the basic structure of R, the book takes you on a journey through the terminology used in R and the syntax required to make R work. You will find looking up the correct form for an expression quick and easy. Some of the new material includes information on
RStudio, S4 syntax, working with character strings, and an example using the Twitter API. With a copy of the R Quick Syntax Reference in hand, you will find that you are able to use the multitude of functions available in R and are even able to write your own functions to explore and analyze data. What You Will LearnDiscover the modes and classes of R objects and how to use them Use both packaged
and user-created functions in R Import/export data and create new data objects in R Create descriptive functions and manipulate objects in R Take advantage of flow control and conditional statements Work with packages such as base, stats, and graphics Who This Book Is For Those with programming experience, either new to R, or those with at least some exposure to R but who are new to the latest
version.
Customize and automate Google Applications using Apps Script About This Book Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more. A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions Who This Book Is For Newbies to google apps script but having
practical experience in Javascript. What You Will Learn Learn about the Google Apps script platform and work with scripts to develop Google apps Create custom menus and dialogs Parse and send emails Generate Google calendar events Build Translator and RSS reader applications Develop interactive web pages Design interactive web-forms Form a workflow application In Detail Google Apps Script
is a cloud-based scripting language based on JavaScript to customize and automate Google applications. Apps Script makes it easy to create and publish add-ons in an online store for Google Sheets, Docs, and Forms. It serves as one single platform to build, code, and ultimately share your App on the Web store. This book begins by covering the basics of the Google application platform and goes on to
empower you to automate most of the Google applications. You will learn the concepts of creating a menu, sending mails, building interactive web pages, and implementing all these techniques to develop an interactive Web page as a form to submit sheets You will be guided through all these tasks with plenty of screenshots and code snippets that will ensure your success in customizing and automating
various Google applications This guide is an invaluable tutorial for beginners who intend to develop the skills to automate and customize Google applications Style and approach An easy-to-follow yet comprehensive guide, filled with many code examples and screenshots illustrating various Google Apps scripts.
This PDF will show you how your small business or enterprise can publish its APIs (application programming interface) to a developer community just like the behemoths of the Internet--Google, Yahoo!, eBay, and Amazon. These giants already offer their APIs to other programmers and allow for add-on services and mash-ups to develop from them--but until recently, the capability for most enterprises to
do the same was limited by a myriad of competing standards and a lack of easy-to-use tools to accomplish the task. Ruby on Rails levels the playing field for companies by simplifying the process of building web services and documenting APIs. Now with Rails, enterprise-quality tools are available for all developers. In this document, we'll look at how Ruby on Rails makes building web service clients and
servers simple and fun. Along the way, we'll give working examples and code details so you can see just how everything works.
C++ Developer Notebook
Designing web APIs that developers will love
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Document Imaging Report
Developing iOS and Android apps with JavaScript
Safety and Security in Hotels and Home Sharing
Get Published
Customize and personalize programs built on the AutoCAD platform AutoLISP is the key to unlocking the secrets of a more streamlined experience using industry leading software programs like AutoCAD, Civil 3D, Plant 3D, and more. AutoCAD Platform Customization: AutoLISP provides real-world examples that show you how to do everything from modifying graphical objects and reading and setting system variables to
communicating with external programs. It also features a resources appendix and downloadable datasets and customization examples̶tools that ensure swift and easy adoption. Find out how to remove unused buttons from the ribbon to gain screen space Discover how to create macros for frequently performed actions, or add your company's logo to the bottom of every drawing Learn to perform more involved customizations,
like communicating with a database to validate and update information entered in drawing layers Ideal for CAD administrators, senior drafters, savvy users, and other professionals and students Through detailed discussions and tutorials that include real-world examples, this book gives you the power to enhance your program's experience and output.
The two-volume set, LNCS 8712 and LNCS 8713 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th European Symposium on Research in Computer Security, ESORICS 2014, held in Wroclaw, Poland, in September 2014 The 58 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 234 submissions. The papers address issues such as cryptography, formal methods and theory of security, security services,
intrusion/anomaly detection and malware mitigation, security in hardware, systems security, network security, database and storage security, software and application security, human and societal aspects of security and privacy.
Laravel is a powerful MVC PHP framework, designed for developers who need a simple and elegant toolkit to create full-featured web applications. Laravel was created by Taylor Otwell. This is a best tutorial that explains the basics of Laravel framework.Build your Free Ecommerce website, Mobile app, Marketplaces, Dropship solutions or POS using Laravel Ecommerce platform Bagisto.Laravel is a fast-growing framework, and
there are a large number of Laravel tutorials through which users can quickly learn
Searchable electronic version of print product with fully hyperlinked cross-references.
Business Solutions Through Imaging Applications
Irresistible APIs
The Product Is Docs
Make Your Own Indexed Library of Classes, Methods & Functions for Quick, Easy Reference
Enterprise Web Sites Step-By-Step
API Design Patterns
AutoLISP

CouchDB is a new breed of database for the Internet, geared to meet the needs of today’s dynamic web applications. With this concise introduction, you’ll learn how CouchDB’s simple model for storing, processing, and accessing data makes it ideal for the type of data and rapid response users now demand from your applications—and how easy CouchDB
is to set up, deploy, maintain, and scale. The code-packed examples in this book will help you learn how to work with documents, populate a simple database, replicate data from one database to another, and a host of other tasks. Install CouchDB on Linux, Mac OS X, Windows, or (if you must) from the source code Interact with data through CouchDB’s
RESTful API, and use standard HTTP operations, such as PUT, GET, POST, and DELETE Use Futon—CouchDB’s web-based interface— to manage databases and documents, and to configure replications Learn how to create, update, and delete documents in JSON format, and how to create and delete databases Work with design documents to get the
formatting and indexing your application requires
Get in front of Google Wave, the exciting new real-time communication and collaboration technology that unifies email, instant messaging (IM), wiki, and social networking functions on one integrated platform. Getting Started with Google Wave gives you a good look at this game-changing technology while it's still in the development stage. In the first two
chapters, you'll quickly learn about the Google Wave structure and how it works. The second two chapters help you work with the Google Wave Client, a web app that allows end users to participate and collaborate. Become familiar with Google Wave's key concepts and terminology Learn about the threaded conversation model incorporated into
conversations, or waves Get use cases that show how the platform offers consumers a distinct advantage over current communication and collaboration technologies Learn about extensions such as wavelets, blips, gadgets, and robots More than a million users have downloaded Google Wave since it became available in public preview. Don't wait. Catch
the wave with this book.
Deep Dive Into Swift!Swift is a rich language with a plethora of features to offer. Reading the official documentation or entry-level books is important, but it's not enough to grasp the true power of the language.Expert Swift is here to help, by showing you how to harness the full power of Swift. You'll learn about advanced usages of protocols, generics,
functional reactive programming, API design and more.Who This Book is ForThis book is for intermediate Swift developers who already know the basics of Swift and are looking to deepen their knowledge and understanding of the language.Topics Covered in Expert SwiftProtocols and Generics: Learn how protocols and generics work, and how you can
leverage them in your code to produce clean, long-lasting and easy-to-refactor APIs.Sequences and Collections: Learn how to use Sequences and Collections to write generic algorithms that operate across type families.Unsafe: Understand the memory layout of types and how to use typed and untyped pointers.Functional Reactive Programming: Explore
the most important and refined concepts of functional reactive programming and how you can apply these concepts to your apps.Objective-C Interoperability: Learn how to expose Objective-C code to Swift and vice versa.Library and API Design: Enhancing your skill set and intuition for designing great APIs.One thing you can count on: after reading this
book, you'll be prepared to use the advanced features of Swift and improve your existing code with the knowledge you'll acquire.
This book provides a broad perspective about the essential aspects of creating technical documentation in today's product development world. It is a book of opinions and guidance, collected as short essays. You can read selectively about subjects that interest you, or you can read the entire collection in any order you like. Information development is a
multidimensional discipline, and it is easy to theorize. We have written this book from our direct experience, using the concrete insights and practices we apply to our work every day.If you work as an information developer, a manager in a documentation team, or in another part of product development that collaborates with a doc team, there is
information in this book for you. Perhaps you are a technical writer in a small, high-growth company that is figuring out its processes. Perhaps you are an information-development manager in a large enterprise company with an expanding product line and an ever more complex matrix of cross-functional dependencies. You might work at a medium-sized
company where your management is asking you to do more with fewer people, and you want some additional perspective that will help you find a leaner and more effective way to deliver what your business demands. Or you might work outside the technical documentation world, in another part of product development, and are wondering how to
collaborate most effectively with the documentation team.The purpose of The Product is Docs is to provoke discussion, shine light on some murky areas, and--we hope--inspire our colleagues to consider their processes and assumptions with new eyes.All proceeds from the sale of The Product is Docs will go to charity.
An Advanced Exploration of the Swift Language
Learning Google Apps Script
Systems, Features, and Best Practices
An Introduction to Programming and Computing
Web Services on Rails
Expert Swift (First Edition)
Cocoon 2 Programming
It has never been easy for new authors to find a publisher but in the last few years it has become significantly harder. In 2008, the average author earned less than £7000 per annum. According to The Times approximately 200,000 books were available for sale in the UK in
2007. Of that total, 190,000 titles sold fewer than 3,500 copies. The top 5% of titles by sales volume accounted for over 60% of total book sales. No wonder publishers are careful about signing new writers. But there is good news in amongst all the doom and gloom. Right
now, it has never been easier to be published. Everyone who posts something on Facebook is in effect a published author. And some blogs are read by tens of thousands of people daily, many more than might pick up a physical book by the same author. Then there's selfpublishing, vanity publishing, print on demand and so on. But how do you find your way round this minefield? Get published has been written by publishing insiders to help new authors understand the way publishers think and set about publishing if they can't get a
commercial publisher interested.
A one-stop guide to the essentials of web development including popular frameworks such as jQuery, Bootstrap, AngularJS, and Node.js About This Book Understand the essential elements of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, including how and when to use them Walk through three of the
best and most popular web development frameworks – jQuery, Bootstrap, and AngularJS References for any function you will need in your day-to-day web development Who This Book Is For This book is perfect for beginners but more advanced web developers will also benefit. Laid
out so you can refer to as much or as little as you need to, with this book you can exhaustively explore essential concepts for modern web developers. What You Will Learn Explore detailed explanations of all the major HTML elements and attributes, illustrated with examples
Take a deep dive into CSS properties and functions and master their usage Find clear, concise descriptions of JavaScript syntax and expressions Recognize various JavaScript design patterns and learn the basics of JavaScript object-orientated programming Implement the
latest ECMAScript 6 for client-side scripting in your web applications Discover new ways to develop your website's front end quickly and easily using Bootstrap Write JavaScript extensibly using jQuery-JavaScript's feature-rich library Delve into the key Node.js modules
used in JavaScript server-side programming Access AngularJS 's important modules, controllers, directives, and services quickly In Detail This comprehensive reference guide takes you through each topic in web development and highlights the most popular and important
elements of each area. Starting with HTML, you will learn key elements and attributes and how they relate to each other. Next, you will explore CSS pseudo-classes and pseudo-elements, followed by CSS properties and functions. This will introduce you to many powerful and
new selectors. You will then move on to JavaScript. This section will not just introduce functions, but will provide you with an entire reference for the language and paradigms. You will discover more about three of the most popular frameworks today—Bootstrap, which builds
on CSS, jQuery which builds on JavaScript, and AngularJS, which also builds on JavaScript. Finally, you will take a walk-through Node.js, which is a server-side framework that allows you to write programs in JavaScript. Style and approach This book is an easy-to-follow,
comprehensive reference guide. Each topic, function, or element is listed methodically along with parameters, return values, and descriptions. Examples are also included to help you put the concepts to use quickly in the real world.
Looking to select a web content management system (CMS), but confused about the promises, terminology, and buzzwords? Do you want to understand content management without having to dive into the underlying programming? This book provides a clear, unbiased overview of the
entire CMS ecosystem—from platforms to implementations—in a language- and platform-agnostic manner for project managers, executives, and new developers alike. Author Deane Barker, a CMS consultant with almost two decades of experience, helps you explore many different
systems, technologies, and platforms. By the end of the book, you’ll have the knowledge necessary to make decisions about features, architectures, and implementation methods to ensure that your project solves the right problems. Learn what content is, how to compare
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different systems, and what the roles of a CMS team are Understand how a modern CMS models and aggregates content, coordinates workflow, and manages assets Explore the scope and structure of a CMS implementation project Learn the process and best practices for successfully
running your CMS implementation Examine the practice of migrating web content, and learn how to work with an external CMS integrator
PHP is experiencing a renaissance, though it may be difficult to tell with all of the outdated PHP tutorials online. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how PHP has become a full-featured, mature language with object-orientation, namespaces, and a growing collection of
reusable component libraries. Author Josh Lockhart—creator of PHP The Right Way, a popular initiative to encourage PHP best practices—reveals these new language features in action. You’ll learn best practices for application architecture and planning, databases, security,
testing, debugging, and deployment. If you have a basic understanding of PHP and want to bolster your skills, this is your book. Learn modern PHP features, such as namespaces, traits, generators, and closures Discover how to find, use, and create PHP components Follow best
practices for application security, working with databases, errors and exceptions, and more Learn tools and techniques for deploying, tuning, testing, and profiling your PHP applications Explore Facebook’s HVVM and Hack language implementations—and how they affect modern
PHP Build a local development environment that closely matches your production server
How to Design Programs, second edition
Das CMS eZ Publish in Theorie und Praxis: Theoretische und praktische Einführung in die Arbeit mit dem Content Management System
Modern PHP
OpenOffice.org Macros Explained
Laravel Documentation 5.8 Part-1: Learn Laravel in simple and easy steps starting from basic to advanced concepts
Java Message Service API Tutorial and Reference
Full-stack web development with ASP.NET 6 and Angular 13
Microsoft Azure Essentials from Microsoft Press is a series of free ebooks designed to help you advance your technical skills with Microsoft Azure. The first ebook in the series, Microsoft Azure Essentials: Fundamentals of Azure, introduces developers and IT professionals to the wide range of
capabilities in Azure. The authors - both Microsoft MVPs in Azure - present both conceptual and how-to content for key areas, including: Azure Websites and Azure Cloud Services Azure Virtual Machines Azure Storage Azure Virtual Networks Databases Azure Active Directory Management tools
Business scenarios Watch Microsoft Press’s blog and Twitter (@MicrosoftPress) to learn about other free ebooks in the “Microsoft Azure Essentials” series.
Master eZ Publish's flexible web development for the enterprise.
Thanks to the tireless efforts of open-source developers, Cocoonhas quickly gained visibility as the preeminent XML-based Webpublishing framework. Unfortunately, its documentation remains asignificant shortcoming. If you're new to Cocoon, gaining a senseof exactly what you can do with it can
be difficult, and actuallygetting started can be even harder. Cocoon 2 Programming: Web Publishing with XML and Java clearlyexplains the value of Cocoon and helps you build on yourfamiliarity with XML and Java Servlets as you design, build, andimplement a range of Cocoon applications. You'll
begin by learningto control presentation for various platforms, both wired andwireless. Then you'll move on to Cocoon's capabilities for logiccontrol and content management, using both sitemaps and XSP tocreate a site dynamically generated from a variety of data sourcesand types. As you'll
see, Cocoon also supports powerful organizing techniquesknown as design patterns, and you'll master their use in bothpresentation and content generation. These are essential tools forthe planning of your site; for after it's implemented, you'llcommand powerful techniques for site management
andoptimization. The Web's dependence on XML is growing rapidly--and with it thelist of companies that have adopted Cocoon. Is Cocoon for you?Cocoon 2 Programming will guide you through your decision and farbeyond, providing all the assistance you need to build a dynamic,XML-based site--and
keep moving into the future.
This book provides an introduction to the creation and management of macros in OpenOffice. Numerous examples and explanations demonstrate proper techniques and discuss known problems and solutions. The underlying data structure is discussed and techniques are introduced to evaluate OpenOffice
objects, facilitating the use of returned objects in the absence of sufficient documentation.
Computer Security - ESORICS 2014
Writing Technical Documentation in a Product Development Group
19th European Symposium on Research in Computer Security, Wroclaw, Poland, September 7-11, 2014. Proceedings, Part II
A first-time writer's guide to publishing
XML and PHP
This is a clear, concise guide to the synergies between XML and PHP, many of which are not immediately visible to intermediate developers. The book demonstrates how PHP and XML can be combined to build cutting-edge Web applications. It includes detailed explanations of PHP's XML extensions, together with illustrations of using PHP to parse, validate and transform
XML markup.
This book is a step-by-step tutorial full of diagrams, core concept explanations, best practice tips, and links to working book examples. This book will show you how create web-ready data visualizations using Google’s infrastructure. Some HTML knowledge is the only requirement, although some JavaScript knowledge is also helpful.
"A concept-rich book on API design patterns. Deeply engrossing and fun to read." - Satej Sahu, Honeywell API Design Patterns lays out a set of design principles for building internal and public-facing APIs. In API Design Patterns you will learn: Guiding principles for API patterns Fundamentals of resource layout and naming Handling data types for any programming
language Standard methods that ensure predictability Field masks for targeted partial updates Authentication and validation methods for secure APIs Collective operations for moving, managing, and deleting data Advanced patterns for special interactions and data transformations API Design Patterns reveals best practices for building stable, user-friendly APIs. These
design patterns can be applied to solve common API problems and flexibly altered to fit specific needs. Hands-on examples and relevant cases illustrate patterns for API fundamentals, advanced functionalities, and uncommon scenarios. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology APIs
are contracts that define how applications, services, and components communicate. API design patterns provide a shared set of best practices, specifications and standards that ensure APIs are reliable and simple for other developers. This book collects and explains the most important patterns from both the API design community and the experts at Google. About the book
API Design Patterns lays out a set of principles for building internal and public-facing APIs. Google API expert JJ Geewax presents patterns that ensure your APIs are consistent, scalable, and flexible. You’ll improve the design of the most common APIs, plus discover techniques for tricky edge cases. Precise illustrations, relevant examples, and detailed scenarios make every
pattern clear and easy to understand. What's inside Guiding principles for API patterns Fundamentals of resource layout and naming Advanced patterns for special interactions and data transformations A detailed case-study on building an API and adding features About the reader For developers building web and internal APIs in any language. About the author JJ Geewax is
a software engineer at Google, focusing on Google Cloud Platform, API design, and real-time payment systems. He is also the author of Manning’s Google Cloud Platform in Action. Table of Contents PART 1 INTRODUCTION 1 Introduction to APIs 2 Introduction to API design patterns PART 2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES 3 Naming 4 Resource scope and hierarchy 5 Data types and
defaults PART 3 FUNDAMENTALS 6 Resource identification 7 Standard methods 8 Partial updates and retrievals 9 Custom methods 10 Long-running operations 11 Rerunnable jobs PART 4 RESOURCE RELATIONSHIPS 12 Singleton sub-resources 13 Cross references 14 Association resources 15 Add and remove custom methods 16 Polymorphism PART 5 COLLECTIVE
OPERATIONS 17 Copy and move 18 Batch operations 19 Criteria-based deletion 20 Anonymous writes 21 Pagination 22 Filtering 23 Importing and exporting PART 6 SAFETY AND SECURITY 24 Versioning and compatibility 25 Soft deletion 26 Request deduplication 27 Request validation 28 Resource revisions 29 Request retrial 30 Request authentication
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